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Adventure, friendship and genies, all in the Australian Outback 
 
Pete and the Persian Bottle is tells the story of nine-year-old Peter (Pete) Bartlett, an average boy 
from an average small Australian town, whose biggest wish is to stand out from the crowd. 
Pete comes across a curious-looking bottle while scavenging for go-cart parts in his 
neighbour’s rubbish skip. He opens it, unwittingly releasing a long-trapped genie. The genie, 
distressed about the fate of his homeland of Persia, is concerned about being stranded in 
Australia. Insensitive to the genie’s plight and eager to get his three wishes, Pete pushes the 
genie into turning him into someone special. The genie then becomes angry and instead 
turns Pete into a white rat, before disappearing out the window leaving Pete in his new form.  
 
Pete-the-rat must then find a way to convince his friends that he really is the Pete they know 
from school, and try to enlist their help to turn him back into a boy. Along the way, Pete and 
his friends meet the new kid from the Middle East, Naseem, who seems to know about 
genies and how to control them. Together, they come up with a plan to locate the missing 
genie, return Pete to normal, send the genie home and set everything right again, all the 
while avoiding lizards, dogs, cats, clueless adults and the local school thugs.   
 

Illustrations by Tegan Werts 
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A quick interview with the author: 
 
What was your inspirat ion to wri t e  Pete  and the Pers ian Bott l e?  
I started it so long ago that I can’t really remember. I guess I have always liked stories 
about genies and I really like Australian rural towns, so it made sense to put the two 
together.  
 
What should we do to encourage chi ldren to read?  
Provide them with stories that are full of fun and adventure. Everyone seems to be 
pushing books with a “message” or some deep and meaningful theme. These books 
are great for some readers but too much for others. Have some stuff that’s fun, a 
little rude and a good laugh. Don’t make reading a chore, it is and should be fun.  
 
What do you enjoy reading?  
I read a wide range of books (as demonstrated by my reviews page). I love non-
fiction books on art, history, true crime, gardening (and the rest), and I enjoy most 
fiction (especially crime, science fiction, horror and humour).  
 
Any advice  for  emerg ing wri ters?  
Yes. If you are a writer then write. Don’t listen to all the naysayers and negative 
nellies and their comments like “nobody makes money from writing” and “it’s 
impossible to get a publisher”. I’m not convinced that writing and publishing is any 
more difficult than it ever was. In fact with the modern improvement in self-
publishing options you actually have a greater chance than before. Work towards 
quality work and write what you enjoy.  
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Sarah Jackson is a novelist, specialising in murder/mystery, science fiction and business 
writing. She is a book reviewer for Entrada Publishing, Book Review Directory and is a 
Early Reviewer for Librarything. Sarah also runs a transcription services business in 
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Melbourne, Australia. She is the author of a number of self-published science-fiction short 
stories, and will be releasing her first children’s novel “Pete and the Persian Bottle” in July 
2016. 
 

Sarah was born in Brisbane, Australia and moved to Melbourne in 2005. For the first twenty 
years of working life, Sarah was employed in a variety of mostly dull government roles, with 
the occasionally interesting jobs in welfare, ethics, the justice system and university 
administration in a Medical Faculty.   
 

Sarah has completed a number of writing courses through Writer’s Victoria, and her tertiary 
studies include a Graduate Certificate in University Management, from the University of 
Melbourne, a Bachelor of Arts (Psychology), from the University of Queensland, and a 
Bachelor of Arts (Humanities - Film and Media Studies) from Griffith University. 
 

Sarah is the conveynor of the Orchard’s Apples writing group, a member of Writers Victoria, 
and is an Associate Member of the Small Press Network.  
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• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sarah-Jackson-

Writing/237219696464122 
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